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We developed the concept of split-'t to deal with the large molecules (in
terms of the number of electrons and nuclear charge Z). This naturally
leads to partitioning the local energy into components due to each electron
shell. The minimization of the variation of the valence shell local energy is
used to optimize a simple two parameter CuH wave function.
Molecular properties (spectroscopic constants and the dipole moment) are
calculated for the optimized and nearly optimized wave functions using the
Variational Quantum Monte Carlo method. Our best results are comparable
to those from the single and double configuration interaction (SDCI)
method.
11.1. Introduction to Monte Carlo.
Monte Carlo (MC) methods, in general, are those which are based on
using random numbers. These methods are capable of solving different
kinds of problems in physics, chemistry and in other areas of science. Using
MC methods one can study phenomena such as an interaction of atomic and
subatomic particles or even the large scale behavior of the social system, by
simulating them using random numbers. The ideas that are behind MC
methods already existed in the 19008 but scientists were able to exploit them
only when the first fast computing machines became available.
Random numbers in MC methods were first used for solving
problems arising from probabilistic contexts. Problems of this kind
often involve simulations ofa large number of particles, accounting for the
forces between the particles and then computing the averages of different
properties of the system. This approach, say in the theories of liquids,
assumes that classical statistics are involved as well as two-body interactions
and that the potential field of the molecule is spherically symmetric. Other
assumptions may be made according to the nature of the problem.
In 1949 a Symposium on Monte Carlo Methods [1] was held and a
distinction was made between the above mentioned kinds of MC methods
and a new one which was defined as an application of stochastic methods to
problems arising from the nonprobabilistic context. What is basically
meant by this is that the new problems involved the reformulation of the
equations to the form which can be treated using the diffusion of particles
of different types in the configuration space of the system.
The law of motion which is the most important for physicists who
deal with atomic particles is the time-dependent Schrodinger equation





This differential equation in general contains all the interactions of the
system and specifies how the quantum system evolves. What is, however,
usually an object of interest is the time-independent SchE (eq.(2)), which
tells us what energy values are allowed for the system and what are the
corresponding eigenfunctions, since these quantities are fundamental for the
description of the system.
(2)
This equation is, for all systems of interest, a very complicated
second order linear partial differential equation which can be solved only
approximately. There are many methods and approximations used, but until
1949 these all arised from the non-probabilistic form of this equation. The
first one who noted the similarity of the time-dependent SchE to a diffusion
equation, and proposed that a suitable random walk could be performed to
solve this equation was Fermi [1]. Metropolis and Dlam followed his
proposal, formulated a random walk on a lattice for a harmonic oscillator
and one-dimensional coulomb-like potential and used the MC method to
compute the ground state energy [2,1] for both systems. That was the
beginning of Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC).
There are in principle three different types of QMC methods. One of
them, called Variational Quantum Monte Carlo (VQMC), uses a
random walk procedure to evaluate numerically the expectation values for
different operators given by integrals, applied to a given trial wave function
'¥T which is known before the computation. The other type of method
solves SchE exactly without the requirement to have highly accurate trial
wave functions prior to the computation in order to determine energy or
other molecular properties. These methods were, however, not capable of
providing competitive results to the standard techniques until a new
approach, suggested by Kalos came on the scene in the 1960's [3,4]. The
proposed sophisticated method is known as Green's Function Monte
3Carlo (GFMC). Yet another method was developed in the 1970's by
Anderson [5] which is called Diffusion Quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC)
and which solves problems in quantum chemistry using random walks as
well. This method was later improved by Anderson, Moskowitz, Kalas,
Ceperley, Reynolds and Lester Jr. [6-8]. Both DQMC and GFMC methods
use Green's functions for solving the time-independent SchE, therefore we
could use the abbreviation GFMC for both of them. However, this term
usually denotes the method which uses the exact propagator. We will
describe some differences between these two approaches later. The short
introduction of all the basic QMC methods which are in use nowadays
would not be complete without mentioning Path Integral Quantum
Monte Carlo (PIQMC). It differs from all the previously mentioned
methods in the fundamental way in which the kinetic energy operator is
treated. In both DQMC and GFMC it is done by a random diffusion of
walkers through the configuration space, whereas in PIQMC the kinetic
energy operator becomes part'of the total "potential" energy.
Calculations of different molecular properties such as energies, dipole
moments, binding energies and charge distributions etc., are needed in
quantum chemistry. Different methods are in use nowadays to achieve these
goals and QMC is one of them. It has an advantage over other routinely
used methods like Hartree-Fock (HF), Multiconfiguration Self-Consistent
Field (MCSCF), Configuration Interaction (CI) (not Full CI) or some other
Many-Body Perturbation Techniques (MBPT) in that QMC in principle can
give exact results. Now we will mention some drawbacks of CI and QMC to
compare them.
In CI methods, wave functions routinely account for 75% of the
correlation energy [9], but this is not always sufficient because chemical
effects occur on an energy scale which is much smaller than this. The other
thing which must be mentioned is the CPU time dependence on the number
of electrons (N) of the molecule, which is usually in the range N4 - N5
[10]. These CPU time costs are usually cited for fixed approximations thus
compare only the amount of CPU time needed to perform all the
calculations involved in a certain method without particular emphasis on the
accuracy. For the evaluation of CPU time costs at fixed accuracy we
must have in mind, that the complexity of the wave function and therefore
the processor time grows like N! [10].
4DQMC or GFMC on the other hand can in principle yield the exact
stochastic solution to the SchE and thus the only limitations on the accuracy
are due to the statistical errors involved in the method. Properties of
interest are computed during the simulation as soon as the stationary state is
obtained (no large scale changes are visible, only statistical fluctuations).
Averages of properties of interest will give us the expectation values. One
of the aims in QMC calculations is reduction of statistical errors which can
be done by importance sampling using a guiding function which should be
as close to the exact wavefunction as possible. CPU time in case of QMC
methods increases as N3 only, which is much better than in the above
mentioned CI method. This gives us a promise of effective and fast
calculation of different properties for large molecules. There are, however,
limitations of QMC as well. These are especially:
1) large CPU requirements for making the statistical errors sufficielltly
small to get exact results or the results which show at least all the interesting
effects on the chemistry energy scale;
2) lack of stable algorithms for fermions which have to be treated using
fixed node approximations because of their statistics;
3) difficulty of simulating atoms with large atomic numbers because of a
critical slowing down effect which is caused by steep dependence of
CPU time on the nuclear charge Z [11,13], to reduce the statistical
uncertainties to the level of chemical accuracy.
51.2. Diffusion Quantum Monte Carlo.
Now we would like to describe two QMC methods, namely Diffusion
Quantum Monte Carlo and Green's function Monte Carlo, their similarities
and their differences as well.
We have mentioned previously that the basic equation in quantum
chemistry (the law of motion for atomic particles) is the non-relativistic
fixed-nuclei Schrodinger equation, which in atomic units has the following
form.
(1 )
Here '¥(r,t) is the wavefunction of 3N+1 variables, since the vector r
represents all the spatial coordinates of N electrons and the potential energy
operator is given by
V(r) = Llri~rjl -L Ift-~:I + LIR~lal (2)
i<j ia a<p
where fi means the position of the i-th electron and Ra is the fixed position
of the a-th nucleus. The symbol Li means the Laplacian of all the electronic
coordinates.
a2 a2 a2
Li=-a2+-a2+···+a 2X1 X2 X3N (3)
The formal solution for this time-dependent Schrodinger equation (1)





where the coefficients {an} can be found from the initial condition at time
t=O and the functions <I> n(r) are the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian
corresponding to the eigenvalues En.
( ~ ~ 8.+V(r) ) <l>n (1) =En <l>n(r) (5)
However, what we usually want to find is just the part of the set {<Pn(f),En}
corresponding to the ground state, namely {<I>o(r),Eo}. The solution of
another type of time dependent equation namely
d'P 1~= ( 2 8. ~ (V(f) - Er) ) 'II
is given by the following infinite sum
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where <t>n(r) and En are the solutions of the same time-independent equation
(5) . The only difference is in the energy shift in the Hamiltonian given by
ET, where Er is an arbitrary number. We can easily use equation (7) for
finding the lowest energy of the system Eo (and the corresponding
eigenstate <t>o(r)) by using a procedure which takes a limit t~oo , and
simultaneously adjusts Er~ Eo , so that we finally have
7(8)
If there is sufficiently large gap in energy between the ground state and the
first excited state, and the initial wave function '¥(r,t=O) has sufficiently
large overlap with the ground state (ao ;cO), then in the limit 't~oo the only
term which survives, namely ao<l>o(r) , is proportional to the ground state.
Equation (6) has a formal operator solution of the form
(9)
which gives us the functional solution at any time 't if we know the solution
at zero time (,;=0)
(10)
We can rewrite it for better understanding in the r-representation in the
following way
which is
'¥(r ,t) =fG(r ,P ;t) '¥ (P ,0) d3p (11 )
The function G which is usually called the Green's function (or the
propagator) is responsible for time evolution of wavefunction '¥(r,,;) by an
arbitrary time 't and we can use the Green's function for finding the solution
{<I>o(r),Eo}. In [3,4] Kalos introduced a method which allows one to use
Monte Carlo to sample from the exact propagator even when it is unknown.
It is based on MC iteration of the Fredholm integral equation starting with
8an exact propagator GO for simple potential VO. The procedure described
there is rather complicated and therefore an approximation is widely used.
Our propagator is given by the following formula
(12)
If we assume short times 't (and we will depict it explicitly by writing ~'t
instead of 't), we can make an approximation which is based on the fact that
for small times the kinetic ( T ) and the potential ( V ) operators commute.
Then we have
G(l ,1' ;L\t) ... <1 I e-L\tV/2 e-L\tf e-L\ tV/2 11'> eL\tET =
= w(r ,r' ;~t) GD(r ,r ';~t) (13)
where
and
w (i ,i' ;~t) = e-L\t([V(r)+V(f') ]/2- ET)
"'"GD(r ,r ;~t) = <rl e-~tT If'> =
= (41tDL\t)-3N/2 e(r -r')2/(4DL\t)
(14)
(15)
where D = 1/2.
The w term is the rate of decay of the particles in the case when
only the V operator is present and GO is the diffusion propagator for the
equation with the kinetic energy operator Tonly. Equation (6) is a diffusion
equation in a 3N dimensional space and can be easily simulated [5]. In this
equation 'P(r ,t) plays the role of the density of diffusing particles. In case
of having just the kinetic energy operator T, equation (6) would be just an
ordinary diffusion differential equation (with the diffusion coefficient
1/2) which can be easily simulated by a random walk of the ensemble of
"walkers" through the given configuration space of the system. On the other
hand if only V(r)-ET is present, we would have a kinetic process of decay
9and/or creation of walkers depending on the sign of the V(r)-ET
quantity. Thus the simulation process in the case when both parts of the
operator II are present will be a combination of diffusion and
decay/creation (called branching) of walkers as can be seen from the
propagator (13).
If we want to treat the \fI(i ,t) function as a density of walkers, it must
be positive everywhere, which is the main problem in solving the SchE for
fermions in this way. It is known that a fermion's wave function must be
antisymmetric under any exchange of coordinates to obey the Fermi
statistics. The above problem can be treated by the fixed-node
approximation which deals with different regions of the wave function
separately. We will come to this point later.
In general finding the lowest eigenstate <1>0 and eigenvalue Eo is done
by taking the limit 1:--+00 which is achieved theoretically by
(16)
and achieved computationally by making a lot of iterations of the following
kind
(17)
until all the higher excitations vanish (see eq.(8». This is equivalent to
moving the walkers throughout the configuration space by imposing
random diffusion on them and making them decay or be created, thus
simulating the process. There are well defined computational procedures
for simulating (17). What we get at the end of such a procedure is an
equilibrated ensemble with the density of walkers corresponding to the
ground state wave function <1>0.
The other method, namely GFMC, uses a similar type of integral to




II G(R ,R') = o(R-R')
The Green's functions are related in the following way
(19)
(20)1 J "" 0<:G(R,R') = <RI II IR'>= <RI e-tHdt IR'> = JG(R,R',t)dt
o 0
Although both procedures are exact, they cannot be used for
computation, because the Green's function is not known exactly. Therefore
an approximation must be used in both cases. As we have already
mentioned, the short time approximation for the propagator is used in
case (13), where we have assumed that the kinetic and the potential energy
operators commute.
Now we will describe the DQMC procedure (which is basically the
computer code algorithm), and highlight the problems which cause it to be
inefficient around singularities of the potential energy VCr). Then we show
some techniques to overcome this inefficiency. In the DQMC procedure we
start with a set of M configurations of r which we call the ensemble of
walkers. It is better to start with these walkers distributed in regions where
we expect the wave function to be large. We set the local time of each of
these configurations equal to 1:=0 and
1) take one of the configurations and displace each of 3N coordinates
randomly with a Gaussian distribution given by (15). This is the diffusion
step. Then we
2) weight the configuration by w(i,r ,d1:). The weighting is usually done by
branching which means making duplicates if necessary, e.g. if w~1 we leave
the walker as it is (neither make any replicates nor delete it), but when w~4
we make three extra identical configurations which will in principle evolve
in different directions in the next step because of the randomness of the
procedure. What is usually done computationaly in order to have integer
number of walkers (n) is that we take n=int(w+~) which give us total
number of walkers after weighting. The number ~ is a uniformly
distributed random number (0:S;~<1). If n=O we terminate the walker by
deleting the current configuration.
1 1
If we repeat the above two steps of diffusion and weighting for all M
configurations from the ensemble then we have performed the integral (17).
Our new ensemble now represents the wave function in a later time 1', so we
must update the local time of all those configurations by ~'t. As we have
mentioned previously, we must adjust ET during the procedure to be as
close to the EO as possible, thus preventing the ensemble either from
collapsing or from becoming too large. Once we have reached equilibrium
for ET (that means only statistical fluctuations are present) the
configurations of the ensemble are samples of the ground state wave
function.
Now concentrate for a moment on the branching part of the
propagator, eq.(14), and realize what happens if the configuration (with
position r) approaches the singularity in the potential. The value of V(i) will
be huge and negative which will have the effect of producing too many
duplicate configurations in the branching part of the process. Therefore the
simulation will exhibit the instability not only because the next time step
"integration" will need more CPU time to be completed because of more
walkers, but their local energies will also bias the average energy we are
computing and therefore increase the statistical uncertainties.
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1.3. Importance sampling and the fixed-node
approximation for fermions.
The problems with ineffective sampling due to potential energy
singularities in DQMC were partly solved by Kalos [14] in 1974 when he
suggested the incorporation of the information already known to
improve the sampling efficiency and avoid singularities of the potential
energy. The method is known as an importance sampling scheme and
uses an analytical approximation to the wave function (WF) which we call
the trial WF ('¥T). If we now express the imaginary time-dependent SchE
(1.2.6) in terms of f= <I>'¥T rather than '1', we get a very similar equation
to the previous one
af(;,t) 1.. .. --. .. .. ..
dt =2 ~ f(r.t) - \7.( f(r.t) F(r) ) + (ET - EL(r») f(r.t) (1)
where
(2)
is called the local energy which affects the branching and
(3)
is called the drift velocity and has an effect on sampling efficiency. There
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are two differences between the equation we have just got and the previous
one. The first is that we have an extra term
.... --+ -Ii'
- V.( f{r,t) F(r) ) (4)
which is causing the drift of the walkers in such a way that it forces them to
escape from the regions of small \.}I T to those of large \.}I T. Another
difference is the branching term. In the propagator used for computer
simulation it will appear as
(5)
If we realize that the kinetic energy as well as the potential energy
part are present in WIS, we can see that the singularities of potential energy
are partly eliminated by the kinetic energy operator. Although we do not
get rid of the singularities completely (we are still having some because our
trial WF is only an approximation to the exact WF), we avoid the most
severe ones. What is very easy to notice is that in case of having the exact
--I>
WF rather than a guess, whatever the position r is we have the same value
--I>
for EL( r) because
H'PT
\}IT = Eexact (6)
If we then adjust ET =Eexact we get rid of the branching completely.
In the case when \.}IT is a good approximation to \.}I0 the variance
of the ELand therefore the statistical uncertainty will vanish giving us the
exact energy. Even if we don't have the best possible trial function, after
incorporating all the information we know about \.}I0 into the estimate (e.g.
cusp conditions for electrons) we get much better results than without
importance sampling.
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We note, however, that in order to interpret eq.(1.2.6) in terms of
the diffusion process, the '¥ must be positive for the whole region because it
represents the population density of walkers. It might seem that we are
restricted to WFs without nodes, like Bose system WFs, and we can't treat
Fermion systems by DQMC. Fortunately that's not true. The only thing
which restricts us, however, is the requirement of having the nodes fixed
during the simulation. If we therefore multiply the desired solution <I> (r,'t)
with the trial one 'PT(r,'t) and ask
f (r, 't) = <I> (r, 't) . '¥T(r, 't) (7)
to be non-negative everywhere, than we can interpret it as a density of
walkers in eq.(I). By doing that, we are restricting ourselves to the class of
the functions <P with exactly the same nodes as 'PT . The fixed-node
approximation solves the SchE separately in different "sign" regions of
WF.
If we know the exact position of the WF nodes of a given molecule,
we could solve eq.(I) exactly (only subject to statistical fluctuations). To
know the position of the nodes is, however, impossible, as it is essentially
knowing in advance the exact wavefunction.
Using the fixed nodes does not violate the variational principle,
because the expectation value of the energy calculated using f(r,1:) is still
an upper bound to the exact ground state energy [15].
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1.4. Optimization of Wave Function.
It was shown by Reynolds and Ceperley [15,16] that DQMC with
importance sampling (or the fixed-node approximation in the case of
fermions) is capable of providing results which are comparable with CI for
small molecules like H2 ,LiH ,Li2 and H20. What is usually used for the
trial WF is either the Hartree-Fock (HF)determinant or Multiconfiguration-
Self-Consistent-Field WF (MCSCF). In addition to this an extra Jastrow
correlation function (J) is usually present as a multiplicative factor to
achieve good electron-electron cusp conditions as was mentioned
previously.
It was shown in [15,16] that these WFs used in VQMC usually
recover about 15%-80% of the correlation energy, but in the case of
DQMC this is about 80%-100%. What one always wants when performing
importance sampling using DQMC is a good trial WF. It is obvious that HF-
J or MCSCF-J are usually not the best WFs to use. It is not very difficult to
obtain better trial WFs at some extra cost of optimization. Different
approaches can be used. Some of them try to minimize the expectation value
of the energy by adjusting the parameters, some minimize the variance
[17,18] of the local energy, namely
M
~(~T -E g )2 (:~;~))2
i=1 (1 )
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where Eg is a guess of the energy of the corresponding quantum state, 'PO
is the best possible WF before the optimization, usually HF-J and M is the
product of the number of iterations Nit and the number of elements in the
ensemble Nans • Though the optimization procedure doesn't always find the
global minimum (it might end in a local one because of difficulties always
present in nonlinear optimizations), it's relatively easy to find the WF which
is better in terms of statistical errors and the expectation values than the
starting one. The advantage of the variance optimization is that the quantity
we are optimizing has a known minimal value, namely zero. Moreover, it is
valid not only for the ground state, but also for the excited states thus in
principle allowing us to find excited states as well. All this is valid for
molecules with small Z when by optimizing the wavefunction we equally
optimize all the parameters which are present in the WF formula. What
we mean by this is that since all the electrons are on the same energy scale,
therefore their contributions to the total local energy are on the same
energy scale and the fluctuations which determine the variance are on the
same scale as well. This is not, however, valid for large Z molecules where
the energies of the innermost electrons are much larger in their values (and
fluctuations as well) so that their contribution to the overall variance is
larger. We know that valence electrons are those which are chemically
important and therefore to have "chemically good" WFs we have to use
some other procedure which can provide us at least with some crude way
of obtaining better parameters than we are able to get just by hand without
using any optimization.
Let us now briefly explain the procedure which is usually used for
optimizing the wavefunctions of small Z molecules by using the analytical
derivatives of the variance of local energy [18]. Using analytical rather
than numerical derivatives makes the algorithm more powerful, because
instead of computing the local energy three times to get the given derivative
of EL due to one parameter we can have the derivative as a by-product of a
single local energy evaluation.









which is actually identical to (1). Quantities to be computed are:
1) 'PT , which is simply a product of Slater determinants multiplied by the
Jastrow factor
(3)
2) EL(i) , which is the local energy. After splitting it into the contributions
from spin up, spin down or correlation part denoted by superscripts i ,.J..
or C respectively, we have the following expression where two Greek
indices in the same term indicate the summation through that index.
(4)
3) all the first derivatives of the above quantities.
We can easily get eq.(4) by plugging the expression for 'PT into eq.(1.3.2)
and we find that the following holds:
(5)
(6)
where the arrows and the superscript denote the contribution from the
different part of the wavefunction and U is the potential energy. Since all
other necessary formulas are in [18] we will not go into more details, but
still some points should be mentioned.
First thing is that we assume quadratic behavior of the variance with
1 8
respect to any parameter around the minimum and therefore we can use a
simple quadratic estimate for the location of the minimum having the first
and second derivative in that point.
(7)
Parameter A is "guiding" the optimization. The above assumption can be
used, however, even in the case of more complicated behavior. In the actual
optimization, A is usually around 10 which means that rather than making
the full step towards the minimum in the given parameter direction, we step
only a bit 'in the direction of the gradient. This method is usually called the
steepest-descent technique and is widely used in other fields as well.
Optimization of a quantity like 0 2 which is obtained by sampling
some trial wave function has a unique feature not present in other
optimizations, and that is its statistical fluctuations. Since we can get
only an estimate of this quantity with nonzero standard error, we do not
have to compute its exact second derivative, but only an approximate one.
This approximation is the standard approximation used with least-squares
fits in other areas as well. The approximation is as follows
M





This allows us to express the approximate second derivatives in terms of the
first derivatives of the local energy and the wave function.
The other thing connected to the statistical fluctuations of the variance
is that we can't reject all parameter changes which result in an increase of
0'2 • Only if the new 0 2 (the one for a new set of parameters) is 1.5 times
, larger than the "best"variance so far, do we backtrack to the best values of
1 9
parameters (and the variance) so far. Then we multiply the best 0 2 by a
factor of 1.5 to prevent the procedure from being cornered later by the
fluctuations (a value which was found empirically).
Another feature is the replacement of stale configurations by those
which are moving and therefore represent the WF more appropriately.
Since during the optimization procedure the parameters are often changed
and therefore the nodes of the WF are moving as well, the configurations
might be trapped in the vicinity of the node and under the Metropolis
sampling would never move. By replacing these trapped configurations
equilibration is reached faster.
Now we will describe Metropolis sampling. The calculation of
expectation values is the essential part of the Monte Carlo methods. In order
to have very precise results, we have to sample the space of all possible
configurations. There are basically two possibilities. The first one is the
straightforward sampling for which the configurations are chosen
uniformly. If the function, the expectation value of which we are trying to
find, is peaked around some point, then this straightforward sampling is
ineffective and converges slowly. There are many examples of sharply
peaked functions in physics. One of them is the canonical ensemble
distribution function which is peaked around the average value of the
energy of the system <E>. The second choice, which treats the mentioned
disadvantage, is Metropolis sampling. In this case an appropriate measure
must be chosen to prefer the configurations which give the dominant
contribution to the integral in order to make the sampling more efficient.
Specifically, the configurations are seen to be distributed according to an
underlying probability distribution function (PDF), which in the case of
statistical physics, is a priori unknown. Fortunately in the case of QMC we
sample using a known WF. The transition probability for transition
from one configuration to another in QMC is derived using this wave
function. Ultimately the ensemble will be distributed according to the
desired distribution. This can be shown using the detailed balance
principle. Metropolis et.al [52] suggested simple rules for accepting or
rejecting the configurations after an attempted move. This approach is a
non-uniform sampling scheme which exhibits better convergence than the
uniform one.
20
1.5. Large Z systems and critical slowing down effect.
As we have mentioned previously, the effect known as critical
slowing down applies to large Z systems. This effect is present not only in
QMC calculations, but in other large scale computer simulations as well,
used for instance in phase transitions and cooperative phenomena [13]. Since
phase transitions are caused by the effects of large size systems, to simulate
them properly one needs the system (size L) to be as large as possible to
eliminate the finite size effect to the acceptable level. In the case of spin
systems, for instance, the time required for the set of spins to lose it's
coherence (in the vicinity of the critical temperature) exhibits the
following dependency on L :
T = L2 (1 )
Therefore, sooner or later we have to face the problem of insufficient CPU
performance, affecting the largest possible size of the system we can take
into consideration.
The same holds for DQMC calculations of molecular structure. In
this case the CPU time needed to reduce the the statistical uncertainties to
the acceptable level of chemical accuracy depends on the nuclear charge of
the atoms as follows
T = Z6.5 (2)
The above dependency was estimated by Hammond et ale [11] and Ceperley
[12]. There are two reasons for such steep dependency on Z. One of them
arises because an increasingly large fraction of the total energy comes from
the core rather than valence part which makes the energy fluctuations very
large and therefore requires the simulation to be run for longer time to
reduce the total error in computing the energy. The above mentioned
reason comes from the fact that the core energy rises as Z2 . There is yet
another more substantial reason, and that is the reduction of the phase
21
space of the core electrons. They have to take smaller steps and therefore
the simulation times ~1: have to be taken in accordance with the following
formula
~'t = Z-2 (3)
Because the phase space for the valence electrons is much larger than for
core ones, valence electrons are unable to cover all the valence region and
to follow the core electrons. Their sampling efficiency is therefore
extremely bad.
Increasing the sampling efficiency for the valence electrons is the
goal of many papers [11,12,19-25]. There are many methods treating this
problem by using either pseudopotentials, local Hamiltonians or some other
approaches. In the case of pseudopotentials the Z-dependence (2) is reduced
to
T = (Zeff)3.4 (4)
where the Zeff is the screened nuclear charge. This approach, however, leads
to the inaccuracies when there is significant electronic correlation between
core and valence electrons. In that case all-electron calculations have to be
used.
Let us briefly go through the methods which treat valence electrons
and use different kinds of approximations for the core. In 1935 Hellman
[26] and Gombas [27] for the first time published a paper where they
introduced an effective potential which contained the core-valence repulsion
and orthogonality condition. From that time the research goes basically in
two directions. We can logically distinguish the following approaches. The
first one (A) is treating all electrons and the second one (B) uses
different kinds of pseudo-operators for the core electrons as well as
relying on core-valence partitioning of the wavefunction
'P='Pcore'Pval.
(A) One of the examples of this techniques is all-electron Effective Two-
electron Potential (ETP) introduced by Carlson et al.[28]. In this method the
two-electron potential for the core region is replaced by a one-electron
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pseudopotential which reduces the variance in the core.
(B) There are three different approaches belonging to this group. The first
method is the Effective Core Potential (ECP), suggested by Phillips and
Kleinman [29] and improved later by many other researchers. The other
method developed by Huzinaga et.al.[30,31] is called a Model Potential
(MP). In both these methods the core-valence orthogonality condition is
replaced by a nonlocal pseudopotential. The third method follows
Bachelet's [32] suggestion to use the modification of the local momentum
operator rather than the nonlocal potential energy operator. The method is
called the Local Pseudo-Hamiltonian method (LPH). Both ECP and MP
have the disadvantage of being non-local, and they have to be changed using
approximations when implementing into the DQMC. The advantage of LPH
is that it doesn't require any further approximations and can be used
directly in the DQMC. There is yet one other method which is called the
Damped-Core method (DC). It treats all the electrons, but simultaneously
uses the wavefunction split into '¥='¥core'¥val. While simulating the core
electrons according to I'¥corel2 in a variational manner, it "solves" the
Schrodinger equation for the valence electrons with '¥val as a guiding
function, and making a branching of valence configurations in addition to
diffusion and drift. In this DC method, suggested by Hammond, Reynolds
and Lester [33], correlation effects which are not covered by
pseudopotential techniques are taken into account.
This was a brief review of what is used in Valence Quantum Monte
Carlo calculations in the present days. Up to date, however, no calculations
including atoms heavier than fluorine were published using all-electron
DQMC.
In our approach we want to present the method of optimizing
the valence part of the WF of CuH molecule. We will then "check" the
obtained WF by calculating spectroscopic properties of the molecule. Since
these are very sensitive to the quality of the valence part of the WF, we can
then make a statement about whether the method suggested here is picking
up the correct parameters or not, in other words whether it is optimizing or
not.
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1.6. Transition metal hydrides -
structure and bonding.
The transition elements are the elements that have atoms or ions
with partially filled d orbitals, in other words they are the d-block elements.
They are located in the middle of the periodic table. Transition elements
have not only practical significance, since they provide the main structural
metal (Fe), alloying and coinage metals (Ni,Mo,Co,Cr,Ag...) and the best
metallic conductors (Cu,Au), but have also theoretical significance because
of their ability to form complex ions and to catalyze chemical reactions.
These elements are listed in the table 1.6.1 along with their atomic number,
electronic configuration of the ground state and the group they belong to.
A transition element, by definition, must have a partially .filled d
orbital in either its atom or one or more of its ions. By applying this
definition, we see that copper (group 1B) does not have d-orbital vacancies
either in its atom or in Cu+, but it has vacancy in the Cu2+. On the other
side zinc (group 2B) does not have d-orbital vacancy in either the free atom
or in its ion. Therefore Zn doesn't belong to the transition elements.
Zn,Cd,Hg are called representative metals.
Transition elements, often called transition metals (TM), form
compounds with a wide range of oxidation numbers. Moreover they have a
tendency to form a complex ion by surrounding the metal ion with ligands.
These are called coordination compounds. It is known that certain TMs such
as CU,Y,La are important constituents of baked ceramic materials that
exhibit zero electrical resistance under the critical temperature, which is at
the present time on the order of 125K. There is no doubt that a better
understanding of the structure and bonding of different compounds that
contain TMs can have stimulating effect on the physics of superconductors
and help to explain the mechanism of the high Tc superconductivity. To
understand the nature of the chemical bond in a complex system composed
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of TMs we must first have an understanding of what is happening in simple
molecules.
Transition metal hydrides (TMH) and their positive ions are the first
to be studied. They have a particularly fundamental importance in catalytic
processes, either heterogeneous at metal surfaces or homogenous with
different organometallic compounds, with special emphasis on activation of
the hydrocarbons. There is, however, no systematic experimental data
on the neutral TMHs, therefore in some cases theoretical values of different
quantities are the only values available.On the other hand for positive ions
of TMHs the guided ion beam approach provides us with accurate
dissociation energies. This is of use not only to the study of the positive ions
but can give us a calibration of the theoretical dissociation energies for
neutrals.
From a theoretical point of view the quantities we are interested in
are spectroscopic constants like (Re,ooe,ooexe), dissociation energy (De),
separation between states (Te) and the electric dipole moment (Jl). The
dipole moment is a very sensitive quantity in tetnls of wave function, thus
providing us with a sensitive test of the wave function, and giving us insight
into the bonding mechanism.
As f~r as the computational methods are concerned, we can start with
the single-reference-based techniques. These techniques are economical and
they have been used forTM systems as well as for lower atomic number
elements. Because the TMs exhibit quasidegeneracies the coupled-pair-
functional (CPF) method is not very useful because it is less stable to the
quasidegeneracies. That is the reason why another modified-coupled-
pair-functional (MCPF) method was developed [34] to deal with these
quasidegeneracies. It has one other advantage over CPF which is the
possibility to check the wave function quality by judging the percentage of
the reference configuration in the wave function. MCPF is generally much
better than the other more commonly used correlation method: singles-
and-doubles-configuration-interaction (SDCI). The alternative to
MCPF method is coupled-cluster-singles-and-doubles (CCSD) [35].
Because of above mentioned near ,degeneracies of TMs Moller-Plesset to
second order (MP2) perturbation method doesn't work well. In general
single-reference-based techniques work better only for those TM systems
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where all d-electrons create bonds. We can apply single-reference-based
techniques to the TMs on the both sides of the row but not in the center.
Those TMs in the middle have many open-shell d-electrons which create
many low lying states and their mixing needs to be described by multi-
reference functions. Not to forget multi-reference-based techniques we have
to mention the complete-active-space self-consistent-field (CASSCF)
method in combination with multi-reference-configuration-
interaction (MRCI) or with the average-coupled-pair-functional
(ACPF) method [36]. The first part of the method (CASSCF) in both cases
deals with the metal quasidegeneracies while the second part (MRCI or
ACPF) takes care of extensive correlation computations. The energy in
CASSCF-MRCI is comparable to full configuration interaction (FCI) for
elements with small atomic numbers, even using small basis sets, but it does
not give accurate dipole moments for TM molecules due to the steep growth
of the expansion with the number of active orbitals. We have to account
only for the most important degeneracies. This introduces an orbital bias.
On the other hand ACPF can account fo·r higher excitations and reduce the
above mentioned bias. Both methods, with the help of the iterative-
natural-orbital procedure [37] (INO), effectively reducing the orbital
bias, usually yield accurate results, but their disadvantage is that they are
expensive for routine calculations.
A common feature in the bonding in either TMHs or their positive
ions is that the bond involves the mixture of different atomic
states. Therefore it is of enormous importance to compute the atomic
separations with sufficient precision before trying to proceed further. In
general using double or triple zeta one-particle basis functions with the
polarization function we can have sufficiently good separation between dns2
and dn+lsI electronic configurations using methods like CASSCF-MRCI,
MCPF or QCISD(T). There are several theoretical papers [38,39] on
neutral TMHs calculating the spectroscopic constants (Re,De,coe) of the
ground state and describing the nature of chemical bond in these systems.
We can not, however, while having all these values for the first row
systems, generalize it to the second row transition metal hydrides and their
positive ions because there are still some differences, mainly due to the
different atomic asymptotes and their separations. There are a couple of
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examples. While ScH and YH are both formed by the same sd hybridization
thus creating the 1L+ ground state, the TiH and ZrH on the other hand do
not exhibit a similarity in the bonding type. While TiH bonding is composed
of the mixture of 3p(3d24s2) and 5p(3d34s 1) atomic states, the ZrH bond
rests on the formation of sd hybrids from the 3p(4d2Ss2) states. We can
see this in the table of Mulliken d-population. The second example is MnR
and TcH. The ground state of MnH (7.E+) is derived from the 6S(3dS4s2)
state of Mn only because the nearest upper state SD(3d64s 1) doesn't
contribute because of it's high energy. In the case of TcH this SD state is
much lower in energy and mixes into the wave function thus creating 5L+
ground state.
It is a well known that the electric dipole moment is a very good
measure of the quality of the wave function. It is sensitive to the mixing of
atomic asymptotes in the bonding orbital [38]. There are basically two kinds
of atomic asymptotes in the transition metals. One of them dB+1s1 ,
which forms an s-s bond between metal and hydrogen is polarized
towards H and therefore gives large dipole moment. This is the case of CrR
and its asymptote 3dS4s1. The other one is a dBs2 asymptote, which forms
bonds by sp hybrid orbital formation. The bonding orbital of two hybrid
orbitals is polarized toward H and the antibonding orbital away from H.
The result is a smaller electric dipole moment in MnH (asymptote 3dS4s2 ),
see table 1.6.2. The magnitude of the dipole moment reflects the relative
mixture of the two atomic asymptotes. For the pure 3dn4s2 the dipole
moment is small and for pure 3dn+14s 1 it is large. Thus CuH has the
largest J..L along with CrH in the first row and AgH and MoH in the
second row (table 1.6.2).
In table 1.6.3 there are some results for CuR for three different
computational methods, along with the available experimental values [40].
The ground state of copper hydride (1.E+) is dominated by the 3d104s1
electronic configuration, though CPF method indicate presence of a
3d94s2 contribution. Both CPP and MCPP methods give very similar
results. On the other hand, despite the fact that not only the energy but also
spectroscopic parameters (Re,roe,De) are very close for different methods,
they differ a lot from experiment.
Investigation using larger basis set at the CPF level with [9s7p4d
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3flg/4s3p2d] GTO reduced Re only by 0.028, but if the Darwin and mass
velocity relativistic contributions are included as perturbations of the first
order, reduction of Re was 0.05 a.u. Similar behavior can be seen in roe
(increasing by 78 em-I) and De (increasing by 0.14 eV). As far as
spectroscopy of CuH is concerned [41] one must include spin-orbit co~pling
to explain the spectra theoretically.
In general, theoretical studies have shown that the bonding in TMHs
arises from 3dn4s2 and 3dn+ 14s 1 (for the first row TMs) and is
correlated with the separation between these atomic asymptotes. The
3dn4s2 bonding fonns generally two sp hybrid orbitals, one pointing
toward hydrogen and the other one at the opposite side. The 3dn+14s1
occupation fonns a 4s metal Is H bond polarized toward H. Bonding is
influ·enced by the separation between these asymptotes and can be a mixture
of both these occupations.
OUf approach is quite different from those explained above. Rather
than having complicated mixtures of different occupations, we rely on the
optimized wave function for just one occupation.
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TABLE 1.6.1: Transition Metals.



































































































Re roe De-~ d popul
(a.u.) (cm-1 ) (eV) (0)
3.390(3.457) 1587 2.27 1.37 0.84(1.29)
3.440(3.289) 1548 2.06 2.19 2.30(2.34)
3.249(3.143) 1635 2.33 2.02 3.40(3.37)
3.201 (3.031) 1647 2.13 3.81 4.83(4.45)
3.313(3.122) 1530 1.67 1.24 5.05(5.1 0)
2.973(3.029) 1915 1.67 2.90 6.52(6.19)
2.895(2.923) 1842 1.94 2.74 7.60(7.22)
2.807(2.81 0) 1987 2.69 2.56 8.65{8.26)
2.851 (2.730) 1852 2.63 2.95 9.80(9.45)
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TABLE 1.6.3: Theoretical and Experimental Results for
Ground State of CuH (lL+)
method E(a.y.) Re roe De ~-
(a.u.) (a.u.) (cm-1 ) (eV) (D)
SDCI2 -1639.80470 2.853 1815 2.29 3.880
CPF2 -1639.84003 2.852 1867 2.64 2.749
MCPF2 -1639.84076 2.851 1852 2.63 2.951
Expt.3 2.764 1941 2.85
2Ref. [40]
Theoretical dipole moments for the first-row transition metal hydrides.
by Chong et.al
33Ref. [51]
K.P.Huber and G.Herzberg : Molecular Spectra and molecular Structure.
(Van Nostrand Reinhold,New York,1979)
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2.1. Splitting of the variance.
In the previous chapter we have briefly mentioned some methods,
almost all of which are routinely used for the computation of the properties
of transition metal hydrides. They can be used for other molecules as well.
These methods extensively use correlation and all of them have very large
basis sets corresponding to a huge space of functions, i.e. different possible
contributing configurations coming out of the set of occupied and
unoccupied molecular orbitals. This makes it a computationaly demanding
task to calculate properties.
Our approach is substantially different from all those analytic
techniques mentioned in the previous chapter. The difference is not only in
the method we use, namely QMC, but also in the approach used for getting
better properties of the system of interest, which is presently the copper
hydride molecule ( CuR ). Rather than having a large basis space utilizing
all of the possible contributing configurations we try to rely on a very
simple wave function which is optimized in a certain sense.
In this work our aim was to investigate the possibility of
optimizing the valence part of the CuH wave function . We will
show by comparing to the more sophisticated techniques that a quite simple
wave function is capable of providing us with fairly good properties. We
will present a method used for the optimization as well as some parameters
obtained using that method along with the calculated properties for the
resulting wave functions.
Copper hydride is a large Z system containing a nuclear charge of
ZCu=29. We know what the limitations are which apply to the large Z
systems (chapter 1.5.). From the start it is obvious that we can't reach the
precision of the small Z system calculations. We know that it is very
difficult to calculate the value of. the total energy of the system because
there are large fluctuations in the energy. The electrons which contribute
most are obviously the core electr9ns because of their very large negative
energies. It is impossible to eliminate their energy fluctuations. The more
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precise value of the energy we want to achieve (less statistical error), the
larger sample we have to have. But for the computer simulation approach
the large sample means larger CPU time. Previous estimates of the CPU
time dependency on the nuclear charge are T=Z6.5 [11,12]. This means: for
a molecule with twice the nuclear charge as previously treated we have to
have 90 times more CPU time to get results with comparable chemical
accuracy.
The above mentioned dependency of CPU time incorporates not only
the effect of large energy fluctuations, but also the differences of size of
configuration space for core and valence electrons. Because we use the short
time approximation for the Green's function, we use the same d1'
simulation steps for all the electrons. To achieve good sampling for
energetically important electrons, we have to use the time steps which allow
that. These time steps, however, are not large enough for the valence
electrons to result in a good sampling. Some approximation has to be used
to avoid this problem.
The approximation we have used in this work is based on assigning
different time steps to different electrons. We call it the split-tau
approximation. This assignment is done on the shell basis. The closer the
electron is to the nucleus, the smaller is the d't value, but those electrons
belonging to the same shell have the same value of the ~'t . This will allow
us to sample the core and valence regions equally efficiently. Since we
are using the Variational Quantum Monte Carlo with the help of the
Metropolis sampling procedure, this split-tau is not going to affect the result
providing the electrons don't change places between shells. However, this is
not quite true. Since the electrons are moved during diffusion and drift (for
importance sampling), they exchange their shells from time to time, and by
this exchange they change their corresponding d't's. We assume that this
change of the electrons is not happening too often and disappears in the
limit ~'t~O, so that it will not affect the simulation too much. Later we
will show that frequency of exchange is indeed acceptably low.
We know from chemistry that only a few electrons usually participate
in the bond of the molecule. These are called valence electrons. The
core electrons, which are closer to the nuclei, are strongly attracted and
therefore can't freely change their positions in the molecule. Since the
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valence electrons are not attracted to any particular nucleus, they are not
confined to any particular place in the molecule. The molecular orbitals
which describe their behaviour are usually spread out over very large
regions in the molecule.
We must admit that the calculation of the total energy of the CuH
system with the precision needed for the chemist would be impossible with
today's computational resources using rigorous QMC techniques. There are,
however, other properties chemists are interested in. Although they are
energy-based properties (usually derivatives due to the bond distance A,
and quantities derived from these derivatives), they exhibit completely
different behaviour and can be simulated much more easily. The reason for
that is obvious. Suppose we have the molecule CuH which is one of the
simplest molecules in terms of geometry. We need only one parameter A to
determine it's geometry. Now let us change the relative position of the
hydrogen nucleus against Cu by changing A. It is obvious that the core
electrons of the molecule, which are so close to the Cu will not feel the
hydrogen changing it's position, because they are affected principally by the
large Zeu charge. They are confined to the small region around Cu and the
change of bond distance will have negligible effect on them. Therefore we
do not expect large contributions from core electrons to the energy-based
differential properties of CuR. This intuitive argument will be later
supported by a more precise one along with the actual contributions to
CJE/CJA from those two groups of electrons.
In this work we want to find some relationship between a2va! which
we call valence variance (it will be defined later in this chapter) and some
energy-based molecular properties. In other words: is there any connection
between the quality of the valence part of the wave function which
consequently determines the properties and the value of the valence
variance? What we have found allows us to tell what the region of the
parameters should be that could possibly give us the best available
parameters for the valence part of WF. For "further investigation" we have
to use other criterion to exclude those parameters which are not good.
The first derivative of the ground state energy is the most important
criterion. The reason is obvious. Suppose we use the experimental bond
distance (as we actually do). We take the wave function and calculate the
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first derivative dE/dA. Should it turn out to be far off the estimated zero
value, the WF "doesn't fit" the molecule because it wants to stretch it
more (when iJE/fJA <0) or to contract it (when fJE/fJA >0). This is
contrary to the fact that we have used experimental geometry. The
conclusion would be : the WF is not good.
Let us now explain the approach we have used in this work. Since we
want to get rid of large core fluctuations contaminating the variance defined
by
(1 )






where i. denotes the iteration, M is the number of iterations per block and
Nshell is the number of shells (there is a certain arbitrariness of shell
definition involved) in the system. Since in these simulations a serial
correlation is present (our successive iterations are not totally
independent), we group the iterations into the blocks, compute the block
averages of them and only after that procedure is done can we look at block
averages as independent samples.
As far as other quantities in formulas (1) and (2) are concerned, EL(i)















NS is the number of elements in the ensemble, Nal is the number of
electrons. Quantity Eg (in eq.(l) ) is an estimate of the ground state energy
eigenvalue. In the "standard" optimization (eq.I), we can adjust the
optimized parameters so that the local energy will give us values very close
to the Eg for each iteration and the value of cr2 will become small. In the
limit of exact WF we get 0 2=0.
In the case of split variance (eq.(2)) this is however not so. In this
case EL,s(i) is the average local energy for those electrons which belong to
the shell s. If the total system could be divided into separate independent
(noninteracting) subsystems, then we could speak of the energy eigenvalues
for separate systems and we could insert these values (if we knew them) into
Eg,s and proceed exactly as in the standard optimization using formula (2)
instead of (1). However, this separation is in principle not possible. Since
the electrons in the system are interacting with each other by Coulomb
interaction we can't therefore find parts of the total system which are
independent of each other. The only reasonable thing we can do is to take
Eg,s equal to the block average of the EL,s(i) quantity and hope that the core
contributions to this EL,s(i) (for s=valence) will somehow "smooth out"
each other during the averaging. If the valence part of the WF is not
appropriate, we can expect larger fluctuations of EL,valence(i) and therefore
1 M






<EL,valence> = M L.(EL,valence(i))
i=1
(6)
will have larger value. Because we can't judge anything from just one such
o2valence , we use many of these values computed from successive blocks of
iterations. Details of all this will be mentioned in the next part of this work.
Finally we define our valence energy. The shell split of the rest of the
system is quite arbitrary because we will not use other shell variances
anyway. We base our method only on the valence variance.
The total Hamiltonian of the system (as in 1.2.1.) consists of the
kinetic energy part (which is perfectly separable into contributions from
different electrons) and the two potential energy parts. One of them is due
to the nucleus-electron interaction and can be separated as well, but for the
electron-electron interaction it can be done only approximately. We have




to electron "i" and the second half to electron "j", no matter which shell it
belongs to. In our case we have two valence electrons. They have unlike
spins and they are the two most distant electrons (based on the distance from
copper nucleus). Because of the diffusion and drift used in the simulation,
we have to reassign the electrons into shells after each move since they
change their distances from Cu and thus change the shells to which they
belong. A procedure which ensures the "switching" of the electrons was
incorporated into the program. Let us now denote the two outermost
(valence) electrons by the labels n' and n' for spin up and spin down
respectively. The valence energy operator in atomic units then will be
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1 L ZaHvalence = - - ( An'+ An') -. ..... ...2 Irn'-Ral L Zn- +..... Irn'-Ral
a a
Nel Nel
+ ~ L,n.1rn" +~ Lln-1rrtl (7)
(i:;c n') (i:;c.0.:.)
The nuclear-nuclear potential energy was not included since for the fixed
bond distance it represents only an additive constant which does not change
during the simulation.
The valence local energy is computed in a similar way as it is for the
total Hamiltonian local energy
E Hvalence'PTL,valence = 'PT (8)
By this we get only the contributions to the local energy from the
valence electrons.
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2.2. Wave function and basis set used.
It is obvious as was pointed out in Chapter 1.3. on importance
sampling and fixed node approximation, that the wave function plays an
important role in QMC calculations. Both DQMC (which solves the
Schroedinger equation), and VQMC (which estimates the quantities
variationally) need a good trial wave function for good performance. The
trial WF not only guides the walkers preferentially into the regions of
configuration space where I'PTI2 is large so that it is sampled correctly, but
makes the branching ( in DQMC) smoother as well. In our case of VQMC
the thing which is important is the nodal structure of '¥ T. The more
accurately the nodes are determined, the more precise will be the final
answer. Since VQMC moves the walkers using the diffusion and drift
without branching and without deleting them after crossing the nodes, after
a long time the ensemble forms a discrete representation of the density
f(r,oo) = I'PT( r )12 . The expectation value of the energy is




The choice of the trial wave function is to a great extent a balance
between two factors that are somewhat exclusive each other. Those two
factors are : incorporating enough terms into the form of WF to be able to
describe different effects which are present in the system with an
appropriate accuracy on one side, and the compactness and computational
convenience which will payoff by allowing us to have a larger ensemble
for sampling on the other side. In this work we choose to have the most
compact wavefunctions possible.
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The usual form of the trial WF in all kinds of QMC calculations is
'PT = 'Pi 'P..!. 'PC (2)
which basically consists of two parts. The first is the product of two Slater
determinants for the electrons with different spins and the second is the






which reminds us of the configuration interaction approach accounting for
different possible electron configurations in the system. Since the \}Ie is
symmetric for any exchange of electrons, the form given by eq. (2)
provides us with the WF which is antisymmetric for interchange of spinlike
electrons. This corresponds to the column change in one of the Slater
determinants '¥t (J,,) •
More specifically, for a closed shell system, the determinants
t........ .... J, ..... ...




respectively. Here N is the number of electrons and n = N/2. Positions r 1
... ~ ~
through r n denote the spin-up electrons and f n+1 through rN spin-down
electrons. Functions <t>(Xi or <t> f3 i are called molecular orbitals (MO) as is
usual in the Hartree-Fock (HF) and other approaches. In the closed shell
system, <t>ui(r) and <1> f3i(r) molecular orbitals are therefore identical. Two
electrons occupy one orbital which is not contrary to the Pauli principle.
These molecular orbitals consist of a linear combination of atomic
orbitals (AO) in the following form.
Nbasis
<l>i(r) = It C iv Xv (f)
v=1
(5)
Quality of the basis as well as the coefficients for linear combination of AO
(HMO coefficients") are the other very important factors when dealing with
the wave functions.
The second part of the WF is the Jastrow correlation factor most
simply written in the form
where
'PC == exp ( ItUij)
i<j
!:a I~ : .. ~ ~ IU··_~
IJ - 1+blr i .. r j I
(6)
(7)
Parameter a is determined by the requirement for the WF to have correct
cusp conditions as two electrons approach each other where the
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singularity in the potential energy is cancelled by the singularity in the
kinetic energy . It has a value of 1/2 for unlike spin electrons and 1/4 for
the like spin electrons. This term is always positive, therefore it does not
change the nodes of the WF (completely determined by the determinants).
The main reason why the Jastrow factor is important is the variance
reduction. Although it does not affect the fixed-node (DQMC) energy, it
affects the variational one.
Slater determinants composed of molecular orbitals have extremely
high importance for the quality of the WF. These can be taken directly
from the Hartree-Fock self-consistent field calculations, as is usually done,
or even optimized further by VQMC technique like the one described in
chapter 1.4. to better fit the QMC calculations.
What we have used in this work was the single zeta basis set of
Slater type atomic orbitals [43] for neutral Cu atom obtained by
Clementi and Roetti [44] . In addition to that, we used il. and 2pO
orbitals with the centers on H for better description of the valence part of
the WF. Slater type atomic orbitals (STO) are functions which are widely
used for the calculations. Their form is
(8)











P1lml are associated Legendre functions, and N is the normalization factor
(2~)n+1/2
N -((2n)!)1/2 (10)
These orbitals remind us of hydrogen-like orbitals, but they have different
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r-dependent polynomial parts.
All atomic orbitals in use are listed in the table 2.2.1. along with
Clementi's exponents taken from [44] . We used exponent ;=1. for the 2pO
AO instead of ~=O.5 because we did not intend to build the shell structure on
the hydrogen, only to introduce some perturbation into the l.s. AO already
present. The explicit formulas for STO are in the table 2.2.3 along with
their normalizing factors. The reason why we have chosen STO basis set
instead of some other one (e.g. Gaussian orbitals) is because STO describe
electrons in atoms and molecules much better, and since we do not compute
any integrals of the AO (as in the case of RF), there is no advantage to use
GTO's. We could, however, use atomic hydrogen-like orbitals with
"correct" nodal structure for the radial parts, but this turned out not to have
any significant effect on the simulation of CuR molecule (this was also the
case for other systems optimized before [18]).
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Table 2.2.1.
TYPE QUANT.NUMBERS CENTRE ,
n I m
1 5 1 0 0 Cu 28.3288
25 2 0 0 Cu 10.5338
2P-1 2 1 - 1 Cu 12.5541
2pO 2 1 0 Cu 12.5541
2P+1 2 1 +1 Cu 12.5541
35 3 0 0 Cu 5.15648
3 P-1 3 1 - 1 Cu 4.87625
3Pa 3 1 0 Cu 4.87625
3P+1 3 1 +1 Cu 4.87625
3d-2 3 2 - 2 Cu 4.20186
3d-1 3 2 - 1 Cu 4.20186
3do 3 2 0 Cu 4.20186
3d+1 3 2 +1 Cu 4.20186
3d+2 3 2 +2 Cu 4.20186
45 4 0 0 Cu 1.20818
1 5 1 0 0 H 1.0
2pa 2 1 0 H 1.0
Table 2.2.2.
Associated Legendre polynomials.
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Table 2.2.3. Explicit form of the AO basis set functions.
Xl,O,oST0(r) =~e -~r
1 .A~
X2,o,oSTO(r) = ....[3-" -;- re -l;r
X2,I,-ISTO(r) =~ re-l;r sine sinep
X210STO(r) = _W.5 re-l;r cose
, , -" -;-
X2,l,+ISTO(r) =~ re-l;r sine cosep
X3,O,oSTO(r) = 3m-~ r2e -l; r
X3,1,-lSTO(r) = -v~ 0~ r2e-l;rsine sinep
X3,1,oSTO(r) = -v~o~r2e-~rcose
X3,1,+lSTO(r) =...J2 _II!"r2e-l;rsine cosep
30 -" -;-
X3,2,-2STO(r) =$~ r2e-l;rsin 2e sin(2ep)
X3,2,-lSTO(f) = .Js~r2e-l;rcose sine sinep
X3,2,oSTO(r) =3~~r2e-~r(3cos2e-1 )
X3,2,+lSTO(r) =Js~r2e-l;rcose sine cosep
X3,2,+2STO(r) =$~ r2e-l;rsin2e cos(2ep)
X4,O,oSTO(r) =3k~ r3 e-l;r
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2.3. Molecular properties.
Many QMC methods are very good and efficient, especially for small
molecules. They can provide us with the ground state non-relativistic
energies which are comparable to the best Configuration Interaction (Cl)
results. They can even provide us with various molecular properties like the
harmonic, anharmonic and the vibration-rotation constants, all related to
the energy derivatives due to the bond distance. We can also get the dipole
moment which is also related to the energy derivatives due to the
electrostatic field imposed on the molecule but is actually calculated in a
different way in the present approach. The above mentioned properties are
differential properties always connected to a small parameter of
perturbation present in the Hamiltonian which corresponds to either an
infinitesimal stretch of the bond or to an infinitesimal electric field. So far
the results for properties were presented only for small molecules, but in
this work we show that the same thing can be done for molecules with large
nuclear charge. Our approach is based on optimization of the valence part
of the wavefunction to get better properties.
There are several QMC approaches treating the derivatives of the
molecular energy. One of them is the Differential QMC [45] which involves
direct estimates of the energy difference between infinitesimally close
systems and then computes the molecular property as a numerical
derivative. This was applied to the dipole moment of the lithium hydride
molecule. Another technique [46] uses the straightforward differentiation of
the local energy estimate obtained from the DQMC with respect to the given
parameter and subsequently estimates these expectation values by Monte
Carlo method. This method was applied to the investigation of the energy
curve of H2 for different interatomic distances. The third method,
Infinitesimal Differential Diffusion Quantum Monte Carlo [47,48]
estimates the first and higher order derivatives of any operator (not only
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the Hamiltonian), based on the "mixed" distribution <1>O'tlT (used in DQMC)
rather than variational based on I'tITI2. This method is closely related to the
Differential QMC, but the derivatives are done analytically.
In paper [47] the Hellman-Feynman theorem was utilized. This
theorem says that having the exact wave functions 'tin we can compute the
derivatives of the corresponding eigenvalues En due to the parameter
present in the Hamiltonian in the following way
dEn f * dH
dA = 'I' n dA 'l'n dt (1 )
In another words we compute (or estimate) the expectation value of another
operator, namely dR/d"., using the same eigenfunction 'tin. This is true only
for the exact WFs and certain classes of approximate WFs. For QMC it
translates into necessity to sample from the exact distribution. The use of
the Hellman-Feynman theorem (HFT) did not prove to be very useful.
There were large systematic and statistical errors of the first and the second
energy derivatives present. In this approach instead of branching the
walkers, their weights were cumulated [49].
In paper [48] a new approach was used to avoid the use of the HFT.
The trial WF 'tiT was made A dependent (A is stretching parameter of the
bond) by moving the molecular orbitals along with the atom (without
changing the molecular orbital coefficients). Time step d~ was also A
dependent. The previous technique of replacing branching with weights was
used as well. However, rather than having the squared weights as before,
the ordinary Wi were employed to achieve DQMC sampling which had the
fixed-node error only. This can be called "mixed" sampling (using <1>O'tlT)
and is capable of providing good values for energy derivatives. All the
calculations were performed for one internuclear separation and the
stretching was done only by utilizing the derivatives of different quantities,
the molecule was not stretched "physically". However, these derivatives
were done numerically.
The above mentioned method estimates the expected value of an










The summations are performed through the whole ensemble of NS
configurations where Rj,i is the j-configuration "position vector" in the i-
th iteration. The weights are defined in the following way
00
Wj = II exp(-~'t(EL(Rj,i)-Eo))
i=1
(3)
However, incorporating the 'A dependency into the weights must be
performed. Since we change both the potential energy and the trial WF 'liT,
these changes will have an effect on weights. Finally we will need just the
derivatives of these weights computed for the fixed simulation bond distance
(corresponding to 'A=O). Taking all that into account we can express
different derivatives of weights and the special averaged combinations
(cumulants) of the above mentioned quantities. Because of the singularities
of EL and the wi-values near the nodes of 'liT it was necessary to
perform truncation of these quantities to be able to obtain a reasonable
averaging. All necessary formulas as well as other details of the actual
calculations are explicitly shown in ref.[48].
The method was used for calculation of the first energy derivative
dEO/d'A, harmonic and anharmonic constants (O)e,O)exe) along with the
vibration-rotation interaction constant (ae) for LiH and LiD. All the
quantities were obtained with good precision. The first energy derivative no
longer exhibits the systematic statistical error which was caused previously
by using the Hellman-Feynman theorem. As we have mentioned before, we
must have another criterion along with the valence variance and that is the
value of the first derivative of the ground state energy due to the bond
distance. We can either monitor it during the simulation of the system or
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calculate it later having the values of coefficients and other parameters of
the WF that we want to "check".
For the calculation of molecular properties of CuH a method rather
similar to the one described in [47,48] was used. The main difference is
that instead of using DQMC approach with the weights given by the formula
(3), variational approach without weighting ( Wj = 1 ) was used. The
reason for that is connected to the problems with large-Z systems. Since the
fluctuations of the energy are so huge, the procedure becomes unstable. The
other difference is that the trial WF doesn't depend on the infinitesimal
stretching of the bond distance. The reason is that the valence orbitals in the
CuR molecule WF are not so sensitive to the hydrogen shift as they were in
LiR. Once more a large-Z plays an important role.
Therefore for the energy's first derivative we don't have any
cumulants in the expression and we can incorporate it into our variational
simulation program very easily. It will have the following form
aEo f av
OA. = 'l'T OA. 'l'T d't
where the potential energy derivative is
(4)
(5)
where ri is the i-th electron position vector from the center of the frame
system situated in the Cn nucleus.
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3.1. Details of the calculations.
As we have already mentioned, the system of interest is the copper
hydride molecule (CuH). The method outlined can be used even for other
heavy atom hydrides and maybe for some diatomic or even polyatomic
molecules. If we want to stay within the transition metals, the next molecule
to treat would be silver hydride (AgH) or gold hydride (AuH) because both
Ag and Au have similar electronic structures to the Cu atom.
For the purposes of our computer simulation, CuH is just a set of two
nuclear charges (one with ZCu=29 and the other with ZH=1) separated by
the bond distance A=2.764 a.u.. We have these two nuclei fixed, and in our
simulations we move just the electrons. We assume that this Born..
Oppenheimer approximation is not going to have an effect on properties of
interest. The nuclei are interacting electrostatically with each other and with
the moving electrons and the electrons are interacting with each other. The
electrons are moved, but this movement is only mathematical and has
nothing to do with the actual physical movement of the electrons, which
moreover cannot be described classically by assigning coordinates to the
electrons.
The molecule is placed into the reference frame as the following
figure shows
where (Xi,Yi,Zi) are the Cartesian coordinates of the i-th electron position
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vector ri , with respect to the Cu nucleus.
In the previous chapter we have mentioned how important the wave
function is in our calculations, and now we will go into more detail on the
WF. We have 15 atomic orbitals (AO's) centered on Cu (optimized by
Clementi and Roetti [44] ) and two AO's (Is and 2pO) centered on H.
However, we do not take the Clementi and Roetti atomic orbital
coefficients. We just use their basis set. To be more clear, for the first part
of our investigation, our molecular orbital coefficients Civ (in eq.(2.2.5.))
are equal to Kronecker delta Oiv (Civ=Oiv) for all i,v except for i=15
(we want to introduce some corrections to AO's). MO <P15, in our case, is
carrying the valence contributions from AO's with the center on hydrogen
(ISH and 2pOH) to the valence (the most wide spread) atomic orbital with
the center on copper (4sCu). One could immediately argue that the mixing
of the 4s and 3d orbitals (mentioned in chapter 1.6) which is important for
the transition metals is not present and therefore we can not pick up the
properties correctly. The fact is that we want to replace rather complicated
valence combinations with a very simple one which is, however, optimized.
We have decided to consider the 4sCu AO to be of the highest importance
for the valence. Our matrix of the MOcoefficients for spin up and down
electrons will look like this
ATOMIC ORBITALS
IsCu 2sCu 3dOCu... 4sCu ISH 2pOH
MO's
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 1 1**** 1**** 1
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where all the elements in Cn part except those on the diagonal are zeros. In
the H part only elements with asterisks are nonzero. The same matrix is
used for both spin up and spin down electrons which corresponds to what
was said in chapter 2.2.
To illustrate the atomic orbitals used for valence as well as molecular
orbital <P15 , we have depicted the r=(O,O,z) dependency on fig.3.1. and the
r=(x,O,z) dependency on figures 3.2. and 3.3. (axes x, y, and z on the figure
corresponds to z, x and the value of the orbital respectively).
We have previously mentioned the split tau approximation. This
approximation will not have a significant effect on the results providing the
electrons do not change their ~1: values too often. That means they stay
within the same shell (with the same ~1: value) during the whole
simulation. Now we present some numbers which show that the electrons
don't change ~'t values too often. The table below gives the probabilities
of "shell change" for individual electrons; e.g. the probability that the
electron from the first shell will be assigned to the second shell in the next
iteration is 0.0208.
from shel) 1 2 3 4
to shell 1 0.9792 0.0052 0.0 0.0
2 0.0208 0.9755 0.0085 0.0
3 0.0 0.0193 0.9914 0.0011
4 0.0 0.0 0.0001 0.9989
This shows that the electron changes its ~1: value only once in a while and
this is not going to affect the quality of the simulation under Metropolis
sampling.
As we have said before, we have to group the electrons into shells.
Figure 3.4. shows what the average distances of different electrons are as
well as their typical energies (values are in atomic units). These values are
the averages computed using approximately 1000 configurations. One can
clearly see the huge energy scale differences present in the system. The
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Figure 3.1.

































other thing which is worth noticing is that the two most distant spin up and
spin down electrons (in our case denoted by labels 15 and 30) are clearly
separated from the rest of the electrons. This immediately tells us that the
outermost shell (valence) will consist of these two electrons only. One could
think, that the rest of the shell split is arbitrary, because we take only
valence electron energies into consideration and the rest is thrown out as an
energy fluctuation background. This is, however, not quite true. The reason
is obvious. Although the valence variance is not affected by the shell split of
the rest of the electrons directly, it is affected by choice of ~'t values for
them. The inappropriate time steps could introduce larger fluctuations into
the valence and thus to the valence variance itself, preventing us from
picking up the "valence parameters based" behaviour of valence variance, if
any. There is a certain pattern between the distance of the electron, the
molecular orbital "most appropriate" for the "description" of that particular
electron, the ~'t value chosen and the shell we put it in. The values chosen
are present in the following table
electron MO time step shell
1(16) Is 0.0001 1
2(17) 0.0005 2
3(18) 2s&2p 0.0005 2
4(19) group 0.0005 2
5(20) 0.0005 2
6(21) 0.0012 3
7(22) 3s&3p 0.0012 3
8(23) group 0.0012 3
9(24) 0.0012 3
10(25) 0.0040 3
11(26) 3d 0.0040 3
12(27) group 0.0040 3
13(28) 0.0040 3
14(29) 0.0040 3
15(30) 4s 0.0040 4
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Figure 3.4.
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In connection with the split-tau, there is one other thing we have to
mention. In each iteration step we assign ~'t values to the electrons
according to their distances from the Cu nucleus, and the next move is done
with the given L1't's corresponding for each electron. This can be achieved
without the necessity of ordering the electrons "physically" in the memory
array. In spite of that, this procedure is done, because we want to make the
inversion of the Slater determinant matrix more accurate. If we let the
electrons correspond to the matrix columns in a random manner, once in a
while we will have a very small value present on the diagonal of the matrix.
Since we have to divide by these diagonal elements in our inverse
subroutine, the procedure will become unstable and the matrix inverse will
not be computed with desired precision. To avoid this, we order the
electrons physically in ascending order of their distances from Cu nucleus.
This ensures that there will be no extremely small elements on the diagonal,
because the MO sequence we have for the Slater determinants (presented in
the table 2.2.1.) is in ascending order of their average radials. Since we
want as fast an inverse subroutine as possible, our subroutine doesn't have
the pivoting feature implemented because it slows down the performance
(the program spends a lot of CPU time doing the inverse). Instead of that
we are doing the physical exchange of electrons which needs to be done
only once in a while and therefore saves computer time.
As far as the formula for calculating the first derivative (eq.2.3.5.) is
concerned, it is clearly seen that if we approach the Cu nucleus with the
electron (n =0), then we have a 1/A2 contribution coming from this
electron into the total first derivative. Fig.3.5. shows the contributions from
different electrons into dEO/dA · It is clear that the core electrons
contributions are almost constant. The fluctuations are very small and the
derivative value is always in the range 0.24 - 0.29 even for the tenth
electron. This is, however, not true for the outermost electrons the values
of which are fluctuating severely and therefore have a significant effect on
the final value dEO/dA.
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Figure 3.5.
Contributions to the First Derivative from Different Electrons.
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3.2. Valence variance for set of ~ and II values.
In this section we will present the results obtained for the valence
variance. As well, we will suggest the neighbourhood of the parameters that
should be investigated further. In our approach there are only two
parameters: coefficients C4s,lsH and C4s,2pOH referred to as .§.. and II
in the text below.
The values of the variance will have large standard errors and the
optimum £ and II parameters will be probably very difficult to
determine. Therefore, rather than using the optimization procedure
described in chapter 1.4. by estimating the derivatives and making "steepest
descent" steps in the parameter space (according to these derivatives), we
decided to sample the (j2valence value directly using quite long runs for
each (s. ,]2) set of parameters. These results are presented in figures 3.6. to
3.9. What we can immediately see from these graphs is that the differences
in some regions are indeed very difficult to notice.
In this case we don't have an explicit expression for the function we
want to minimize (here (j2valenceCS. ,ll )) and the sampled means of valence
variance have extremely high standard errors as well. What is usually done
in the case like this is that we use multiple regression. We assume the simple
behaviour of the minimized function (j2valence(~ ,ll ) to be quadratic both in
£ and 12 parameters. We have tried to do the weighted as well as non-
weighted regression on these data, but since the data are obviously not
showing the desired dependency on ~ and 12. parameters, we were not able to
find the minimum. The reason was that the coefficients appearing in our
regression had very large standard errors. Taking into account these errors,
we could get ahnost any combination of £ and II to be the one which
minimizes (j2valence. This is obviously not how it should be.
Since the multiple regression method was not working well in this
case we had to use a less "sophisticated" method. We have to estimate the
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minimum roughly by looking at the given graphs of valence variance. By
doing so we can find two combinations of .5. and 12. showing the
minimum of cr2v alence. The combinations of £ and 12 are (0.6,0.3) and
(0.4,0.3) . In the next chapter we show the results for the properties
obtained for these wave functions as well as some others.
In the graphs below we present the results of our simulation of the
valence variance. Each point in the graphs is a mean taken from 50 block
values of valence variance and the error bars are given as a standard errors
for those means. Each block consists of 30 iterations and each iteration is
calculated for the ensemble size of 30 configurations. To have an idea of
how much CPU time is needed to sample the valence variance for these
results we used about 6h of Silicon Graphics workstation CPU time for each
single point. The computer used was an SGI Indigo workstation with the
33MHz RS3000 processor. Talking about CPU time, we must say something
about the CPU requirements of the properties programs for different values
of 1: . The largest 1:=5. value requires about 6.8h to run 20 blocks of 68
iterations (for the ensemble size of 100 configurations), whereas the
smallest t=1. for 20 blocks of 500 iterations requires approximately 50h of
CPU time.
Since we want to sample the valence regions of the molecule in the
best way, not paying too much attention to the core, there are ways to make
this simulation faster. We can, for instance, move only the two valence
electrons while leaving the rest at the same place for a while and only after
we perform about 10-100 of these "valence" moves, we move all of the
electrons again. This procedure will make it 5-20 times faster than in the
case of moving all the electrons simultaneously. Unfortunately this brings
another bias into the method and that is why we didn't do it. We wanted to
avoid as much as possible bringing new unknown influences into the method
already biased by using split-1: approximation. Nevertheless this might be
a good field for further study.
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3.3. Properties for given wave functions.
In this chapter we will present the molecular properties calculated for
different values of parameters (different wave functions). We will briefly
describe why we have chosen such values of parameters to investigate, then
we will describe the very important process of making the limit ~'t ---;.0 by
doing regression. After this we present the molecular properties' values
along with their uncertainties due to the statistical fluctuations for the given
method of extrapolation.
As we have noted in the previous chapter, the parameters which are
exhibiting lower valence variance than the rest are as follows:
s=0.6 , p=0.3
s=0.4 , p=0.3
In addition to these (as a sensitivity study), we have picked some other
parameters like
s=0.6 , p=O.2
s=0.49 , p=0.24 and
s=0.5 , p=O.3
which are close to the first mentioned parameters and their valence
variances are very close to the values of those "best variance" parameters as
well.
The other parameter combination we have chosen is
s=0.7 , p=O.6
This choice has comparable valence variance, but it is very far from the
other two groups of parameters we have investigated. In this case we
wanted to see what the properties will be like for such a distant point in the
parameter space.
The computer program for calculating the molecular properties,
designed by Prof. J.Vrbik, follows the ideas mentioned in chapter 2.3. (for
more details see [49]). The program calculates the first four derivatives of
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the ground state energy of the molecule with respect to the bond distance
and derives the spectroscopic constant from them. It computes the harmonic
(roe) as well as anharmonic vibrational frequencies (roexe) using the
following formulas [50]:
1~EO(0 --
e - 21t J.1M
and
where JlM is the reduced mass of the system
MCuMH




and the superscript on EO(i) denotes the order of the derivative.
In addition to these two properties the distortion or vibration-rotation
constant ( ue ) [50] as well as dipole moment ( Jl the z component of the
vector Jl) are calculated using the following formulas
E o( 3) 6 Be2
Cle =-( 3 E 0 ( 2) Re +1 )
roe
(4)






The last molecular property which we report in this work and which
is also given as a combination of the calculated derivatives is the
equilibrium molecular distance ( Re ). Throughout the calculations we used
the experimental bond distance A =2.764 a.u.. For the exact wave function
we should get the first derivative equal to zero. Since our wave function is
only an approximation, we never get exactly zero for the first derivative.
This allows us to make the correction of the bond distance based on EO(1)
and EO(2) using Newton-Raphson method. We calculate the new
equilibrium bond distance predicted by our Me method using the following
formula
Re =A - (6)
The method which is used here for the computation of molecular
properties has the 1: -bias. This is, however, going to disappear in the limit
L\1: ~ 0 according to theory. For each wave function (set of parameters) all
the properties were calculated (sampled) for five different 1: values. Since
't are on a linear scale, we can denote them as 1: =1.,2.,3.,4. and 5. This is
connected to the split A1: approximation we use so that the A1: values used
in different runs corresponding to the same shell are in the same proportion
to each other as the 1: values themselves. To have an idea of this, for the
smallest 1: run (1:=1.) the A1: values were from 0.00016 (for the core
electrons) to 0.01 (for the valence electrons) and for the largest 1: run
(1:=5.) the A1: values were correspondingly from 0.0008 to 0.05 a.u.
We used 60 or 40 blocks per each 1: run (slightly higher precision,
using longer runs of 60, was achieved for those parameters showing better
properties). However, the number of iterations was not the same for
different 1: values. The empirical formula [48]
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0.02 1
Niter = (3 +:--):--Ll1'val Ll1'val (7)
was used for estimating the necessary number of iterations per block. The
~1'val is the largest time step ( valence ~1: ) for the given run. The number
of iterations is increasing with decreasing 1: value from 68 (for 1:=5.)
through 87, 122,200 up to 500 (for 1'=1.).
The most important thing in eliminating the 1'-bias (1'=0. limit), is the
proper estimate of the property value and its standard error. This would be
no problem if we knew the functional dependence of the molecular property
~. on 1: (e.g. ffie=f(1:», but we don't. We have to proceed very carefully in
the following manner. By checking the scattergram of the given property,
we have to decide which model to choose so that we are neither overfitting
the data nor approximating incorrectly. We had basically three possibilities
which included the constant model (taking simply the weighted mean of all
the data regardless of 1: values when the data didn't exhibit any particular 1;-
dependence) and two polynomial models (simple linear and quadratic). The
cubic model was already overfitting the data in the case of properties where
it could be used in principle and it was not a good model for the other
properties.
Now we will present the graphs of different properties along with the
estimated intercept ( l' ~O limit value) and its standard error. In this
graphical form we present only the properties obtained using s=0.4 and
p=0.3 parameters whereas others are given in the tabular form for
comparison. The solid points for different l' values on the graphs are the
means of all the block values (60) and the error bars are given by standard
errors of those means. Graph units for a particular property correspond to
the table units. For some properties like roe and especially the dipole
moment (Jl) where large serial correlation was present, we accounted for
this correlation in an usual manner by multiplying the standard error with
the factor
1 + p(1)
1 .. P ( 1 ) (8)
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where p(1) is the first order correlation coefficient.
On fig.3.11. E(l), E(O), roe, OOexe, Ue and Jl graphs are depicted for
the above mentioned wave function. For the ground state energy E(O) we
report the offset from the -1640 a.u. value. As we have already mentioned,
we used different regression models. For some of the properties like E(l),
where it was not obvious which model to use, we have tried two or even all
three of them and then enlarged the reported standard error for the
intercept so that it accounted for the model bias as well. The other class of
properties included E(2) , roe and Jl. These properties were giving us
different 't point values that were spread out in a random manner and didn't
show any visible functional dependency on 1; . We have tried weighted
averaging for them, but obviously this provided artificially low standard
errors for the intercepts. We have decided to report the linear regression
intercepts for them as well. However, the second derivative is not depicted
graphically because it is very close to roe due to eq.(l). For the rest of the
properties (E(l),E(O),roexe,ue) we report the quadratic regression intercepts
calculated using a simple program doing a weighted quadratic regression.
When we are using the weighted regression for the set of values with
significantly different standard errors, we usually end up not taking into
account the values with largest error bars. This was the case of <Xe as well
as roe where the 1;=1. point was nearly ignored.
One thing should be mentioned about the anharmonic constant OOeXe.
As we can see from eq.(2), this property is derived using third and fourth
derivatives of the energy due to the bond distance . Since the method used
for the estimating these derivatives is only an approximation, it has its own
limitations. In the case of OOeXe we know that method exhibits the
singularity for this property as 1; ~O. We can "exclude" the smallest 't
from our regression by doing the weighted regression and we get closer
estimates for that 'property than doing non-weighted regression. Since this is
not the proper way how to overcome the singularities which are coming out
of the theory, the only thing we can conclude is that properties going
beyond the third (or even the second) derivative have so far only the
qualitative meaning, but are not quantitative.
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In tables 3.4.a-f roe, roexe and ae are expressed in cm-1 and all
the other values are in atomic units (a.u.). In these tables the intercepts are
the estimated values at 1:=0. The regression introduces a "model bias".
There are statistical errors originating in the method as well as the "model
bias". In the tables below we increased the statistical error, so that it
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We know the experimental results for the properties of interest.
These are given in K.P.Huber and G.Herzberg [Ref.51]. It might be
surprising, but we didn't find the experimental value for the dipole moment
in the literature. Therefore we had to take the best theoretical result given
by C.M.Marian in [Ref.41]. He reports Jl =1.2 a.u. for the inteTIluclear
separation equal to the experimental value. He used multireference singles
and doubles configuration interaction (MRSDCI). The best available values
for the properties are given in the table below.
roe =1941. cm-1
ffieXe = 37.5 cm-1
Cle = 0.2563 cm-1
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4. Discussion.
In this work I have investigated the possibility of optimization of the
copper hydride wave function based on the valence variance. We wanted to
find the parameters li and 12. which minimize cr2valence and we believed
that this point (or possibly more points) will give us better properties than
some other points randomly chosen from the parameter space. The reason
we believed this approach could work is that the true WF should be
somehow stable as opposed to the WF which "does not fit" the molecule.
Using the more appropriate valence part for the description of the valence
electrons must be reflected in the stability of the valence energy. The
quantity which reflects this stability is the valence variance and having an
inappropriate WF means more fluctuations of the energies of the simulated
electrons. This holds exactly for the fully antisymmetric WF describing all
the electrons. In that case having the exact WF gives us the exact value for
the energy (in our case EL) for any configuration of electrons. If there was
no correlation between electrons, we could solve the problem very easily by
looking at the each electron separately or in other words by separation of
variables. As was mentioned earlier, we can not, however, isolate those two
valence electrons from the rest, but we can expect that since the outermost
electrons are so distant from the rest, the fluctuations of the energy will
smooth each other out and we will be able to see whether the valence energy
has stabilized or not. Therefore having a sufficient amount of computer
time would allow us to find the real behaviour of cr2valence as a function of
parameters.
Following this and using the "inspection" method (because the
regressions were not working well due to the large statistical error), we
found two points that were significantly lower in valence variance value
than the rest. We have calculated molecular properties for these two points
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(s=0.6,p=0.3) and (s=O.4,p=O.3). The results are presented in the tables
3.4.a and 3.3.c. Both have the first derivative closer to zero than the rest,
which results in very good values for the calculated equilibrium bond
distances. However, only for (0.4,0.3) the exact value (namely zero) falls
within the statistical error of our calculated value. For both points we have
much better Re than those achieved by other techniques like SDCI (2.853
a.u.), CPF (2.852 a.u.) or MCPF (2.851 a.u.) [40]. This is not true for the
very close point (0.6,0.2) which gives us 2.91 a.u. as well as (0.7,0.6) with
2.46 a.u. Not using the exact bond distance for the calculations would
probably give us a slightly worse value for Re. The other methods (like
SDCI) use several points of different bond distance to calculate the energy,
then approximate the points by curve and calculate the equilibrium point
from all these data. We can only use one geometry because of the large
CPU time requirements for the calculations.
As far as the other properties are concerned, we think that both the
harmonic frequency roe as well as the dipole moment Jl calculated by the
QMC method (this work) are comparable to those obtained by singles and
doubles configuration interaction (SDCI) [Chong et al.,Ref.40]. The dipole
moment is comparable within the statistical accuracy of our method as well.
Unfortunately, the value for anharmonic constant roexe and <Xe are not
given for SDCI and therefore we cannot compare these. As we go to the
much more sophisticated method MRDCI, we have to admit that QMC is not
capable (at this stage) to give us values of comparable quality for the
properties. As was pointed out before, COeX e is biased because of
singularities which are present for small 't and to obtain more precise
results, these singularities have to be taken care of more properly. Below
we present the table of the properties of interest given by the mentioned
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From the two possibile parameter combinations we obtained by
optimization, we have chosen the one which gives (or better confirms) the
experimental geometry. The only problem is the dipole moment. Though
we have almost the same value given by SDCI, it is far from the best CI
result.
The work reported here is at the state-of-the-art for large-Z
optimization. If one realizes, however, how crude is the wave function we
used, building up the core part only using the atomic orbitals without
mixing them together by introducing molecular orbital coefficients, as well
as creating the valence part of the WF using only two adjustable parameters,
then this optimization must be deemed a "success". We would be able to get
better properties by having larger flexibility of the valence WF if we
introduce more orbitals. We could probably improve the WF somewhat by
optimizing the core part as well. We believe that the molecular environment
by which the atom is surrounded has only a very small effect on the deepest
shells of the atoms, therefore we could have the core part of the WF given
once and for all and use it for that particular atom in any other molecule.
The only changes which have to be implemented would take place only in
the valence part of the WF, and we could do it by the optimization
presented in this work (or something similar to this one). This is the similar
philosophy as that o·f core potential with the difference of explicitly taking
the Fermi correlation into consideration.
There is yet another advantage of our approach over the
pseudopotential approaches. In QMC we are not approximating the core
electrons by some potentials thus averaging their effect on the rest of the
molecule. We simulate them all, though different electrons using different
~'t values, and therefore we are taking into account the correlation between
core and valence.
As we have pointed out a couple of times in the previous chapters, we
are dealing with the large-Z problem. For solving that, we have introduced
the so called split-t approximation dealing with all the electrons in the same
variational way, which is naturally emerging from the fact that the electrons
which belong to different shells have different sizes of their configuration
spaces and therefore to sample them requires different t values. We do the
sampling using Variational Quantum Monte Carlo. The only potential bias
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introduced into the sampling is due to the mentioned split-tt approximation
and is connected to the electrons changing their shells. We have shown that
this is not a very severe problem, because the electron shell interchange
does not occur too often. The bias can be removed by going to the ~,;~O
limit.
This work was the first attempt (of which we are aware) to calculate
the properties o·f such a large molecule (30 electrons) by QMC using an all
electron approach. This can be investigated further, but even this first step
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